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BILL JACKSON,  

OK, here's something to ponder: Which is more complex, water or weather? 
 
The two are innately linked to agriculture, but it seems the more that is known about both, 
the more complex both become. 
 
Take the New Cache la Poudre Irrigating Co. and Reservoir Co., as an example. The irrigation 
company, with offices in Lucerne, diverts water from the Poudre River into its main lateral, 
Greeley Canal No. 2. It distributes that irrigation water from just west of Windsor to east of 
Crow Creek, which flows north-south from Wyoming, just east of Briggsdale, and empties into 
the South Platte River east of Greeley. 
 
It irrigates about 32,000 acres. 
 
The company recently released a draft report on a ditchwide historical use analysis, which 
Don Magnuson, superintendent, said will probably become necessary for all irrigation 
companies in the future. The report, he told members of the Greeley Chamber of Commerce 
Agriculture Committee last week, really focused on consumptive use of water, which he 
predicted will become more important in future years. 
 
“The true value of water is how much you consume and not what is diverted,” Magnuson said. 
So that becomes even more important when that water is changed from agricultural to 
another use, and that change drove the need for the analysis. 
 
Consumptive use is that water consumed by plants in a given field. Typically, under a flood 
irrigation system, about 50 percent of irrigation water is consumed while the other 50 percent 
either runs off the end of a field, evaporates or escapes past the root zone of the plants and 
goes into an aquifer. However, each crop consumes different amounts of water. Eventually, 
that water not consumed by plants returns to streams and rivers both on the surface and 
through aquifers. But the time that takes varies widely, from a matter of a few hours in the 
case of surface runoff to months or even years through an aquifer. 
 
Over a 15-year period, the analysis tracked water requirements by crop type throughout the 
Cache la Poudre system. 
 
Those figures show the complicated job of growing and irrigating crops. Over that 15-year 
period, water requirements, on average, for alfalfa were slightly more than 26 inches through 
the season, grain corn about 18 inches, dry beans about 10.5 inches, grass more than 26 
inches, small vegetables 13 inches, spring grain 17.5 inches and sugar beets 20 inches. 
 
The average annual combined diversion and reservoir releases for the study period was about 
57,900 acre-feet, or about  
 
1.79 acre-feet per irrigated acre. The average consumptive use was about 26,900 acre-feet or 



about 0.8 of an acre-foot per acre, so that means a lot of water went downstream for 
someone else to use. An acre-foot is about the equivalent of covering a football field with 12 
inches of water. 
 
Throw into the mix the different types of soils, weather conditions and increased demands 
from growth, and things just get more complicated. 
 
Speaking of weather. 
 
For those of you who have never had the pleasure, Glen Cobb, in a matter of 30 minutes or 
less, can explain the complexity of weather patterns better than anyone around. He points 
out the many, many factors that contribute to not only our weather, but weather patterns 
worldwide. 
 
Cobb, who taught meteorology at the University of Northern Colorado for almost 30 years, 
said he started studying El Niño as a graduate student at Texas A&M back in the 1960s. El 
Niño, he said, didn't become a “scientific fad” until the 1970s. 
 
El Niño deals with the variance of water temperatures in the Pacific, but Cobb said there are 
other factors more important that affect the weather. Among those are volcanos, some 5,000 
of them under the world's oceans that warm water when they erupt, as well as those above 
the oceans that toss ash into the atmosphere when they erupt. Enough ash tends to cool 
temperatures worldwide, such as the period during the 16th to 19th centuries that caused a 
mini ice age. 
 
So when you mention global warming to Cobb, he's quick to point out “of course we have 
global warming, we're coming out of a mini ice age,” adding the most important greenhouse 
gas is not carbon dioxide, but water vapor. The lack of water vapor leads to hotter 
temperatures; more water vapor means more clouds that reflect heat from the sun, leading 
to cooler temperatures and wetter conditions. 
 
And, when considering the world's climate, one must consider not only the shifting of water 
temperatures in the major oceans, but jet streams that can be as few as two or three at any 
given time to as many as seven. Fewer jet streams result in faster-moving storms, and the 
reverse when there are more. Then you need to throw in the high- and low-pressure systems 
as they make their way around the world. 
 
Eastern Colorado, Cobb said, gets 80 percent to 85 percent of its moisture from the Gulf of 
Mexico, the result of a low-pressure system setting up ideally that then results in an upslope 
condition. That moisture in the Greeley area is the most when the wind comes out of the 
northeast. Out in eastern Colorado, southerly winds indicate a major storm is on the way. 
 
Typically, in eastern Colorado, the cloud base can range from 11,000 to 13,000 feet, which is 
a reason for arid conditions. Conversely, Cobb said, the cloud base in Louisiana is 800 to 1,000 
feet, leading to the humid conditions common in that part of the country. The higher clouds 
build, the cooler water vapor becomes, which can then result in hail storms. 
 
Then there is one last thing, Cobb said: Man has very little, if any, control of the weather.  
 
Bill Jackson has covered agriculture in northern Colorado for more than 30 years. His column 
runs every other Sunday. If you have ideas for this column, call him at (970) 392-4442.  
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